
Ladies and Gentlemen, I am glad to be here.  

I am your professor. You are my students. 

This is an interesting group. We are from 

different places in the world.  

 I’m from the United States. But my helper 

isn’t North American. He’s British. His accent 

is different from my accent.           

And you students aren’t from here.           

You’re from different countries.           

We’re of different nationalities.  

 One man is from the Middle East.           

He’s Persian. His wife is with him in this 

group.  She’s Indian. Their three children are 

here too. They’re citizens of this country.    

We’re all in different kinds of work.           

For example, I’m a teacher. One woman is in 

business with her family. She’s happy about 

her work. Their store is successful . . . .  

Yes, I’m glad to be here. This is a great 

opportunity for me. It’s good for us all.           

I’m thankful for it. You’re happy about it 

too—right? This is my speech. It’s a good 

speech. It isn’t long. It’s not boring.           

You’re not bored—right? And I’m not tired. 

So, ladies and 

gentlemen, this is           

a wonderful start.           

So anyway . . .  
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1. This is a magician. 
His speech is short.   
.   false   .  

5. The students are from many 
countries. They’re of different 
nationalities. __________ 

2. He’s not from the 
United States. He’s  
French. _________ 

6. One man is from the Middle 
East. His wife and children 
are here too. ___________ 

3. The accent of his helper 
is Australian, not 
British. ________ 

7. A happy woman is in business 
with her family.  She’s 
successful. ____________ 

4. He’s from Mexico. He’s 
Mexican. _____ 

8. The professor is glad to be here. 
He’s thankful. ________  

2-A  On the lines, write forms of be and contractions from 
the Scenario: A Long Speech and Different People.    

 

 I 1    am_   glad to be here. I 2 ________ your professor. You 3 ________   

my students. This 4 ________ an interesting group.  We 5 ________ from 
different places in the world.  I’________ 6 from the United States. But my 
helper 7 _________n’t North American.  He’_________ 8 British. His accent                
9 _________ different from my accent.  

 You students 10 _________n’t from here. You’ ________11 from different 
countries.  12 __________ of different nationalities. One man 13 _________  
from the Middle East. 14 _________ Persian.  His wife 15 ________ with him    
in this group. 16 ___________ Indian. Their three children 17 __________  
here too. 18 ____________ citizens of this country.   

 19 __________ all in different kinds of work. For example, 20 __________ a 
teacher. One woman 21 ________ in business with her family. 22 ________  
happy about her work. Their store 23 ____________ successful. Yes, this                   

24 ____________ a great opportunity.  25 ____________ good for us all.  

2-B  On the lines, write   true   or   false  .                                   
*Fix the wrong sentences. Write the correct words.  
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 Yes, 1 ______’m glad to be here. This is a great opportunity. 2 ______’s 
good for us all. My helper is a good man. 3 __________’s happy about it too. 
That woman isn’t bored. 4 ______________’s interested in my speech.                         
Her children are here. And 5 _____________’re happy. 6 ____________   
students aren’t tired—right? 7 __________’re attentive. My helper and                           
8 ____________ are thankful for our jobs. 9 ____________’re lucky to be here. 

2-C  Circle the subject pronouns for the pictures.   

 
 
 
 
1.  I / we 

 
 
 
 
2.  my / you  

 
 
 
 
3.  he / she  

 
 
 
 
4.  he / hers 

 
 
 
 
5.  those / it 

 
 
 
 
6. this / we 

 
 
 
 
7.  you / yous 

 
 
 
 
8. us / they 

 
 
 
 
9. it / his 

 
 
 
 
10. that / they 

2-D  On the lines, write the subject pronouns from 2-C.  

1ST 
PERSON 

  2ST 
PERSON 

3RD 
PERSON 

 

PLURAL = TWO OR MORE PEOPLE OR THINGS  
1ST 

PERSON 
  2ND 

PERSON 
3RD 

PERSON 
 

SINGULAR = A SINGLE PERSON OR THING (ONE) 

we you they 

Vocabulary: 
Subject Pronouns 
The subject pronoun  I  is for 
the speaker or writer. We  is 

plural.  

You  can be singular or plural.  

The subject pronouns  he , 
she , and  it  are for singular 

nouns.  They  is for plural 

I you 

she 

he 

it 
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Jobs can have different names. EXAMPLES: A painter = an artist.             
A singer = an entertainer. A barber = a hair cutter. A plumber or an 
electrician = a repairperson.        Some job names are for men and 
women.  EXAMPLES: A mother or father = a parent. A salesman or 

saleswoman = a salesperson. A waitress or waiter = a server.  

2-E  VOCABULARY: JOBS. Here are singular and plural words 
for jobs. Make affirmative and negative be-sentences 

for the pictures on page 21. Use the given subject pronouns.   

Compare:  

they’re = they are  their 
(possessive adjective)  

he’s not = he isn’t 
she’s not = she isn’t 

it’s not = it isn’t  

we’re not = we aren’t 
you’re not = you aren’t 

they’re not = they aren’t 

BE-STATEMENTS WITH SUBJECT PRONOUNS 
THE FORMS OF BE ARE DIFFERENT AFTER FIRST-, SECOND-, AND THIRD- 

PERSON SUBJECT PRONOUNS. THE FORMS CAN BE SINGULAR OR PLURAL, 
AFFIRMATIVE OR NEGATIVE.  THEY CAN BE SHORT FORMS TOO.  

SINGULAR SUBJECT BE (NOT) A NOUN SHORT FORMS  
1ST PERSON  I ‘m not an instructor. I am = I’m 
2ND PERSON You  ‘re  a student.  you are = you’re 
3RD PERSON He ‘s a scientist.  he is = he’s 

 She ‘s a doctor.  she is = she’s 
 It  isn’t  a great opportunity. it is = it’s  

PLURAL SUBJECTS BE (NOT) NOUNS SHORT FORMS  
1ST PERSON We ‘re students.  we are = we’re 

2ND PERSON You  ‘re not teachers.   you are = you’re 

3RD PERSON They aren’t workers.  they are = they’re 

an artist / artists a farmer / farmers a scientist / scientists 
a businessperson / 

businesspeople 
a [ high school or college ] 

graduate / graduates 
a server / servers (or waiters 

and waitresses) 
a cashier (or a store 

clerk) / cashiers  
a hairdresser (or a barber) / 

hairdressers  
a salesperson (or a 

salesclerk) / salespeople  
a cook (or a chef) (or a 

baker) / cooks  
a [ bus or truck or taxi ] driver / 

drivers 
a student (or a pupil)                                

(or a learner) / students                      
a construction worker / 

workers 
a repair (or maintenance) 

person / repair people 
a teacher (or an instructor)          

(or a professor) / teachers   
a magician / magicians a parent / parents 
an entertainer / 

entertainers  
a police officer /  
     police officers 

a singer / singers 
a tailor (or a dressmaker)            
(or a seamstress) / tailors 

**Vocabulary: 
Jobs 

Grammar 
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 A B C D E 

 

1 

     

 

2 

     

 

3 

     

 

4 

     

 

he she he she 

she, they he, she, he, she, they he, they 

  

I you you we we 

In 3B, the workers are 
tailors. Or he’s a tailor, 
and she’s a dressmaker. 
Or she’s a seamstress.  

1-B. You’re students, not 
pupils. And you’re not 
computer programmers.    

1-A. You’re a middle school 
teacher. You  aren’t a 
professor or a tutor.  

1-E. We’re proud parents. 
We aren’t graduates.  

 

the people in Picture 
2D are managers. They 
aren’t office workers.  

we I they they you 

1-D. We’re high school 
graduates. We aren’t high 
school students anymore.  

he, they 

they 
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*2-E  You can tell a number and a letter. 
Who can tell the job?    

 

***2-E  Tell your job. Make a sentence with I’m. The 
second person tells your job in a sentence with 

you’re. He or she tells his or her job. The third person tells the first 
two jobs in sentences with he’s or she’s. He or she tells his or her 
job. Continue in this way. Use we’re and they’re too—before plural 
nouns. Correct mistakes in grammar or vocabulary.  

He’s an instructor. 

You’re a police 

officer. I’m a 

business owner.     

I’m an 

instructor.  

You’re an 

instructor. 

I’m a police 

officer.   

He’s an instructor. 

He’s a police officer. 

She’s a business 

owner. We’re artists.        

They’re 

artists. 

I’m . . .  

Maybe they’re 

businesspeople 

or students or 

writers. How 

about 3-A? 

 2-C. 
He’s a 

scientist. 

He’s not              

a store 

owner. He’s 

a cashier.   

**2-E  You can tell a 
workplace or an area                      

of work. Who can name the job or jobs?  

They’re 

in shows.  
The man in 1-C is a magician. In 3-D, 

she’s a singer. They’re entertainers.   

A possessive form means “of.” It tells about 
belonging, or it shows a relationship. A possessive 

adjective goes before a noun. Possessive adjectives 
are related to subject pronouns. Here are examples:  

My helper and  I  are happy about our jobs.  
You  and your wife aren’t citizens of this country.  

He ’s in business with his father.   
She ’s here with her children. 

They  and their friends are from different countries.    

GRAMMAR: 
POSSESSIVE 
ADJECTIVES 

In the examples to the right,  

A  circle = a subject  pronoun .  

A wavy line = a possessive adjective.  


